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Abstract— Cloud computing is an internet based distributed computing model. All the Data stored on cloud will be managed 

and controlled by cloud service provider. Data owner will lose his ownership. Service provider may not be trust worthy, so 

the data owner will suffers about his data privacy. Cloud computing is an model of information exchange, which is often 

outsourced to be stored at a third party, such as cloud providers. However, there have been wide privacy concerns 

information/data could be exposed to those third party servers and to unauthorized parties. To assure the data owner’ 

control over access to their own data, it is a promising method to encrypt the data before outsourcing. For solving this issue, 

earlier attribute-based encryption (ABE) is used with AES. In this paper, we have proposed four algorithms that are AES, 

RSA, Blowfish, Triple-DES to encrypt and decrypt files of different data type. Using this algorithms data will be stored in 

encrypted form on cloud and data owner will share required keys with the data consumer for accessing the data. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Before we discuss about cloud computing and its challenges towards the data protection, we must first understand 

the concept of cryptography [2]. Cryptography is the heart of both data security and communication media. It is a 

popular technique in the software organizations until recently and every citizen from developed countries uses it 

daily for their business needs. Cryptographic Algorithms plays a major role in an implementation of encryption of 

data for data security. As the complexity of algorithm is high, the risk of breaking the original plain text from that of 

cipher text is less. Greater complexity in the algorithm makes its security greater[5][3].   

 

Figure 1:key based encryption algorithm 

 

    The cryptographic algorithms are majorly categorized into symmetric and asymmetric key cryptography. 

Symmetric key encryption algorithm uses a usual key for both encryption and decryption of data. As we know a key 

always plays an important role in both encryption and decryption. If a key used in the algorithm is uncertain, then it 

can be easily decrypt the data which can be seen by the attacker. The maximum possible length for key size 

determines the strength of the symmetric key encryption.  

     The symmetric algorithms are generally of two types. They are stream ciphers and block ciphers. Stream cipher 

will be operated on data. Every plain text digit is encrypted one at a time with corresponding digit of the key stream.  

The block ciphers are operated on data in groups or blocks. Examples are of Data Encryption Standard (DES), 

Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) and Blowfish which are solely based upon block cipher and moreover they 

are the algorithms of symmetric key encryption. In asymmetric key encryption or public key encryption it uses two 

keys, one is private key which is used for decryption of data and other is public key which is used for encryption of 

data. Cloud face security issues like loss of control, lack of control, multi tenancy.  If encryption is used to solve  
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issues, data will be more secure. Cloud computing is basically broken down into three segments: "application", 

"storage" and "connectivity." Each segment serves a different purpose and offers different products for businesses 

around the world. The services of cloud   have long been referred to as Software as a Service (SaaS). There is an 

increasingly perceived vision that the computing will become the 5th utility (after water, electricity, gas, and 

telephony).  

 

Figure 2: Security issues in cloud 

 

       This will become one of the basic utility. To deliver this vision, architecture was made for creating cloud. Cloud 

computing is the concept which is implemented to decipher daily computing problems, like the Hardware, Software 

and Resource Availability, unhurried by Computer users. The cloud computing provides an undemanding and non 

ineffectual solution for daily computing. The frequently occurred problem associated with cloud computing is the 

cloud security and the appropriate implementation of cloud over the network. With the help of different encryption 

algorithms like DES, AES and BLOWFISH the users can be able to enhance the data security of cloud 

computing[5][7].  

 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

 

  Research by ChinchuThampi and Dona Jose, Utilised 3D chaotic map. It enclosed a key stream generation 

method, diffusion-substitution and masking method. For diffusion initial 3D chebyshev map is iterated eighty times 

and its output as input to 3D supplying map, then for substitution S-boxes were used and also the last step of 

masking was shuffling elements of image. a collection of 3 positional notation values & floating purpose values area 

unit used for generation of initial conditions of chaotic maps. the primary stage consists of key stream generation 

mistreatment 3 dimensional chebyshev map and a 3 dimensional supplying map. initial a collection of random keys 

area unit generated mistreatment 3D chebyshev maps given as ‘Fn(x) = cosnθ wherever x=cosθ’ which keys 

successively area unit used as initial conditions for 3 dimensional supplying maps. Then these random values 

generated mistreatment these maps area unit used for forward cryptography. Then AN inverse cryptography is 

performed. to boot to boost security and to own correct substitution S-box of AES is employed. 

     

   Rajinder Kaur et al, International Journal of technology and Mobile Computing, has introduced a section 

primarily based selective image encryption, it's followed selective compression wherever components of the image 

that contain very important data area unit compressed in a lossless means whereas regions containing unimportant 

data are compressed in an exceedingly lossy manner. Henon map is employed for key generation. The image is split 

into blocks then these blocks area unit shuffled. The reworked image is fed to blow-fish formula. This formula is 

usually used for textually encoding. mistreatment blow-fish formula is one  disadvantage  of  this  theme  because  it  
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would  build   the  method  slow  and  it's  not  the maximum  amount reliable. 

            

 Priyanka Gupta et al, “Image encryption supported Arnold Cat Map and S-Box”. This scheme is nice and efficient 

technique mistreatment Arnold map of shuffling pixels and the shuffled image is encrypted by nonlinear byte-

substitution using S-box. These 2 steps are performed for k iterations. though AES and DES are useless in image 

encryption, the idea of S-box of AES will be utilized in substitution part of image encryption. throughout image 

encryption, Arnold cat map is additionally introduced to shuffle the pixel positions of the image in to order to 

disturb the high correlation among the pixels. 

 

III. PROBLEM STATEMENT 

 

 Cloud’s dynamic nature and organizational work demands flexible Decentralized access control models with 

encryption. Data owners are facing a serious risk of corrupting or missing their data because of lack of physical 

control over their outsourced data. Access control models have to overcome this security risk. However, traditional 

Decentralized access Control mechanisms are based on static policies which make them too rigid to handle the 

complex situations in dynamic cloud. The data owner and data consumer will not be always online. Data consumer 

required secret key to decrypt data file stored on cloud. For secret key data consumer has to wait for data owner to 

come online. Consider if user want to fetch only the data of single student from science domain then it is not 

possible for the system to fetch specific data, instead it fetches the whole data of all the domains. Due to this, the 

time taken to get the data.  
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Figure 3:Flow of the propose system 
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IV.PROPOSED SYSTEM 
 

       This project will be using the popular Encryption Algorithms such as RSA, DES, 3DES and AES. The need for 

secure storage solutions will only increase with time. To provide the security to the network and data different 

encryption methods are used. To sum up, all the techniques which are used are useful for real-time Encryption. Each 

technique is unique in its own way, which might be suitable for different applications and has its own pros and cons. 

Each algorithm is used to encrypt and decrypt specific data files such that data should not limit its quality. RSA, 

AES, Blowfish, 3DES are used to encrypt text, image, doc-ppt, audio-video files respectively. All the encrypted data 

will store in the cloud.  The key will be mailed to the respective person, using it you can decrypt the file.  

 

V.CONCLUSION 

This project will be using the popular Encryption Algorithms such as RSA, DES, 3DES and AES. The need for 

secure storage solutions will only increase with time. To provide the security to the network and data different 

encryption methods are used. To sum up, all the techniques which are used are useful for real-time Encryption. Each 

technique is unique in its own way, which might be suitable for different applications and has its own pros and cons. 

This paper will be using the popular Encryption Algorithms such as RSA, DES, 3DES and AES. The need for 

secure storage solutions will only increase with time. To provide the security to the network and data different 

encryption methods are used.  

 

To sum up, all the techniques which are used are useful for real-time Encryption. Each technique is unique in its 

own way, which might be suitable for different applications and has its own pros and cons. 
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